
THE EAGLE ROCK ASSOCIATION

September 16, 2016

Michael Richmai
Metro Transportation Planning Manager
One Gateway Plaza - Mail Stop 99-23-1
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: BRT / North Hollywood to Pasadena

On behalf of the Eagle Rock Association, I am writing to express our support for the
Pasadena to North Hollywood Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) project and its potential service
to the Eagle Rock community. In particular, I would like to express our strong support
for an alignment that runs on Colorado Boulevard, our main street in Eagle Rock.

High quality rapid transit is very important to the businesses of Eagle Rock. It allows
employees and patrons to easily access our small businesses and promotes
connections to other commercial areas. By providing Eagle Rock with rapid transit, the
Pasadena to North Hollywood BRT will connect Eagle Rock stakeholders to the Gold
Line, Red Line, and hopefully the Burbank Airport.

The proposed BRT route on Colorado Boulevard would be a huge boon to our
community by providing this sorely needed service. Should the BRT alignment be
routed along the 134 freeway, totally ignoring Eagle Rock, not only would it be a major
disservice to the community, but Metro would not be supporting the over-arching city-
wide goal to move people from their automobiles to other transportation alternatives.

This is not the first time Metro has faced the challenge of deciding between a street
route or freeway route. In 2014, Mayor Eric Garcetti was asked, regarding the Gold Line
Eastside Extension, whether he supported a street alignment along Washington
Boulevard or a parallel freeway alignment. Garcetti responded "The ridership is stronger
[along the street route]. We believe that the Colorado Boulevard route will likely produce
higher ridership and offers greater potential long-term than operating BRT along the 134
Freeway.

In addition to the larger decision of a BRT route on Colorado Boulevard - possibly
operating in a dedicated right-of-way in the center of the street - we would like to
suggest responding to community feedback by establishing BRT stops at the following
locations:
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September 15, 2016

Michael Richmai
Metro Transportation Planning Manager

• Colorado Boulevard & Sierra Villa Drive (Eagle Rock Plaza and Target)
• Colorado Boulevard & Eagle Rock Boulevard (primary intersection in Eagle

Rock, in close proximity to the center of the commerce in Eagle Rock)
• Colorado Boulevard & Townsend (Connection to the DASH and close to local

schools)
• Colorado Boulevard & Figueroa (Close to freeway access and the eastern- most

center of commerce including Figueroa Plaza and Vons)

Providing BRT transit access to the Eagle Rock community will be an invaluable benefit
to the neighborhood for years to come. I strongly encourage Metro to consider the
added-value that is realized by both the Metro System and Eagle Rock by routing this
service through the core of our community. Colorado Boulevard has seen a positive
shift toward becoming a more pedestrian friendly boulevard over the past two decades.
The addition of BRT can complement and build upon this growth to help make Eagle
Rock a thriving sustainable and transit-oriented neighborhood.

Thank you for the time you recently spent with us, in helping us to better understand the
status of this project and the process. As this project moves forward, we look forward to
working with you on providing high quality rapid transit to Eagle Rock.

Sincerely,

Robert Gotha
President

cc:
Renee Berlin, Metro
Daniel Rodman, Office of Mayor Garcetti
Nate Hayward, Council District 14
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